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8 February 2007 
 
 
 
Frontal Impact Amendment 
Rules Team 
Land Transport New Zealand 
PO Box 2840 
WELLINGTON 
 
 
 
Dear Sir/Madam 
 

FRONTAL IMPACT AMENDMENT (Rule 32006/3) 
 
Introduction 
 
The New Zealand Automobile Association (NZAA) welcomes the opportunity to provide 
comment on the draft Frontal Impact Amendment Rule. 
 
As an organisation with a membership exceeding 1.1 million vehicle owners and drivers in New 
Zealand, close attention is given to any proposals that apply to vehicle standards and 
compliance.  
 
We circulated the draft Rule for comment to our 17 District Councils. The AA District Councils 
are representative of the membership and deal with policy issues. A summary of the feedback 
from our District Councils is provided below. We hope that you find these helpful in finalising 
the Rule, and welcome the opportunity for further input.  
 
Comments on the proposals 
 
Removal of Director’s power to consider exemptions 
In our comments to the proposals below, we suggest there may be some circumstances in 
which the Director’s power to approve exemptions from the frontal impact standards should be 
retained. Furthermore, irrespective of the four scenarios below, there may be other 
circumstances in which the Director may need to approve an exemption, and therefore this 
power should remain in the Rule.  
 
Vehicles imported by immigrants and returning citizens vehicles (‘immigrants’ vehicles’) 
The NZAA opposes this proposal. We are supportive of Government proposals to introduce 
minimum emissions standards for used imported vehicles, and likewise, we favour such 
vehicles meeting minimum safety standards such as frontal impact. Whereas we agree that 
exemptions should be available for ‘unique or collectible’ vehicles and motor sport vehicles, 
such vehicles are unlikely to be driven regularly on public roads. The same cannot be said for 
immigrants’ vehicles, and it is our view that if a resident New Zealander would not be permitted 
to import such a vehicle, than neither should an immigrant or returning citizen. While it may be 
true the owner could purchase a similar vehicle in NZ (manufactured prior to the advent of 
frontal impact standards), permitting the import of more vehicles with lower levels of safety 
seems at odds with Government objectives to raise the standard of the fleet, especially as 
those vehicles are likely to be used regularly and, despite the owners’ declaration, could later 
be sold or used in a transport service. 
 
As the number of vehicles being imported in this category may indeed be small, it seems 
unnecessarily complicated to develop criteria to permit their import when they could simply be 
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treated like any other used import, and required to comply with the standards, or demonstrate 
that they should be exempted for other reasons (i.e. unique/collectible or motor sport vehicle). 
 
The NZAA’s position is that exemptions should not be specifically made for vehicles falling 
under the definition of ‘immigrants vehicles’, and that such persons should be expected to 
familiarise themselves with New Zealand’s import criteria before deciding to bring a vehicle with 
them. 
 
Unique collectible vehicles 
The NZAA supports proposals to automatically permit the entry of such vehicles, and especially 
Land Transport NZ’s recognition that some such vehicles may fall under the 20-year provision 
which currently excludes vehicles from complying with the Frontal Impact Rule. 
 
However, we question whether the formation of a panel and compilation of a register of 
exempted vehicles is really necessary, especially as we would expect most such vehicles are 
exempted under the ’20 year’ provision anyway. Such a process may be overly bureaucratic 
and unnecessarily costly, and instead we propose that all vehicles aged over 20 years be 
automatically exempted as now, and only those non-compliant ‘unique’ or ‘collectible’ vehicles 
aged under 20 years be required to apply for an exemption permit. Depending on the number 
of such vehicles currently imported per annum, it may be simpler for the Director to continue 
approving such exemptions.  
 
However, if the volume is too great, then perhaps a panel could be formed only to determine 
which of these younger unique or collectible vehicles should (or should not) be permitted entry. 
This would be particularly necessary if recurring imports were anticipated under the revised 
Rule for modern low-volume marques like TVR and Morgan which are currently not permitted. 
We would propose that an appropriate Land Transport NZ engineer determine if the vehicle(s) 
should be exempted, and if not seek input from the panel as to why (if at all) this decision 
should be overruled. This could be via a simple communication method, rather than requiring 
members to convene and compile a lengthy register of all the possible vehicles that could be 
exempted, which would inevitably be subject to constant revision and appeals. 
 
In the event such a panel is formed, the NZAA would of course request being appointed due to 
our technical expertise in the field of imports and vehicle standards, and also to represent the 
interests of the user. We would also recommend appropriate representation from the enthusiast 
car clubs, such as the Federation of Motoring Clubs, and either the Independent Motor Vehicle 
Dealers Association or Motor Trade Association, to represent vehicle importers or traders who 
might specialise in such vehicles. 
 
Motor sport vehicles 
The NZAA endorses Land Transport NZ’s proposal to automatically exclude such vehicles from 
having to comply with frontal impact standards, provided they are operated in accordance with 
the provisions administered by MotorSport NZ or other approved organisation.  
 
Vehicles weighing more than 2,500kg 
The NZAA recognises that such vehicles were not intended to come under the scope of the 
Frontal Impact Rule, and thus should be automatically permitted to be imported, rather than 
requiring individual exemptions (subject to complying with other Rules as appropriate).  
 
That said, we wonder whether the import of such vehicles should be ‘vetted’, by way of a formal 
exemption issued by the Director, or reviewed by the same panel as the unique collectible 
vehicles, to prohibit older large passenger vehicles with limited safety features, for example. 
 
On a similar point, this Rule amendment does not address the anomaly of no frontal impact 
standards for SUV’s (Class MC) manufactured before October 2003 (nor Class MB for that 
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matter). This is a major reason why older SUVs with limited safety features (let alone poor 
emissions) continue to be imported into New Zealand in favour of younger MA class vehicles 
which must comply. If SUVs manufactured before October 2003 cannot be expected to comply 
with a relevant frontal impact standard, then perhaps their importation could be restricted 
according to the fitment of other minimum safety features, such as airbags, ABS brakes and 
perhaps stability control systems, or the application of a simple age limit, not unlike the 1996 
limit that effectively applies to Class MA vehicles. 
 
  
Yours sincerely 
 
 
 
Mike Noon 
General Manager Motoring Affairs  


